Goals Page
IN the next step of your journey, we encounter
many successes and challenges. We learn new
curriculum and work to master old basics. Please
take time to write down 5 goals (physical and
mental) you would like to accomplish by your
next test.
1. _____________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________________________
5._____________________________________________________________

It is also our belief that our martial arts
training coincides with our lives outside of the
academy. Please list 5 “non-martial arts” goals
you would like to accomplish in the next 2
years.
1. _____________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________
4. _____________________________________________________________
5. _____________________________________________________________

“Discipline is the bridge between goals and
accomplishment.”
- Jim Rohn

Black Belt Poomse
Koryo
"Koryo (Korea) is the name of an ancient dynasty (A.D. 918-1392) in
Korea. The English word 'Korea' is originated from the name of
'Koryo' Dynasty. Koryo's legacy to the Korean people is very
significant. Koryo men invented metal type for the first time in
the world (1234), more than two centuries before Johannes
Guttenberg (1398?-1468), and also created the famous Koryo
ceramics.
Moreover,
they
showed
great
fortitude
by
persistently defeating the aggression of the Mongolians who
were sweeping the known world at the time.

The application of the spirit of Koryo men into the movement of
Taekwondo is Poomse "Koryo". Consequently, every motion of
poomse Koryo is the presentation of the strong conviction and
will with which Koryo men held in check the Mongolians, and,
therefore it can be one's posture of cultivating himself in
which he may follow the wisdom and unyielding spirit of the
man of conviction."

The new Kukkiwon Textbook describes Koryo as follows
(slightly different from the older explanation): "Koryo
poomsae symbolizes 'seonbae' which means a learned man, who is
characterized by a strong martial spirit as well as a righteous
learned man's spirit. The spirit had been inherited through the
ages of Koguryo, Pahae and down to Koryo, which is the
background of organizing the Koryo poomsae. The line of
poomsae represents the Chinese letter which means 'seonbae' or
'seonbi', a learned man or a man of virtue in the Korean
language."

Koryo
1st Degree Black Belt
1.) From ready position, overlap left hand over your right hand and bring your hands slowly up to your face.
Bring your hands around the back of your head, separating your hands and simultaneously placing two
knife hand blocks with semi-bent arms at head level in front of you.

Line 1
2.) Turn to your left 90 degrees, in a back stance and execute a knife hand middle block.
3.) Bringing your right leg up to a crane stance, execute a double side kick with your right leg, one knee level
and the other chest/head level.
4.) Landing in a right leg forward front stance, execute a knife hand chop with your right hand to the neck
followed by a left hand reverse punch to the body.
5.) Shift the right foot to a back stance and execute an inside block with the right hand.
6.) Turn clockwise 180 degrees, executing a knife hand middle block in a right leg forward back stance with the
right hand.
7.) Bringing your left leg up to a crane stance, execute a double side kick with your left leg, one knee level and
the other chest/head level.
8.) Landing in a left leg forward front stance, execute a knife hand chop with your left hand to the neck
followed by a right hand reverse punch to the body.
9.) Shift the left foot to a back stance and execute an inside block with the left hand.

Line 2
10.) Turn counter-clockwise 90 degrees, executing a low knife hand chop with the left hand in a left leg forward
front stance, quickly followed by a right hand throat strike.
11.) Front kick with the right leg, landing right leg forward in a front stance. Execute a low knife hand chop
with the right hand quickly followed by a left hand throat strike.
12.) Front kick with the left leg, landing in a left leg forward front stance. Execute a low knife hand chop with
the left hand followed quickly by a right hand throat strike. Front kick with the right leg, landing in a right foot
forward front stance and circle the right hand catching the opponents’ front kick. Using the left hand, execute
the knee-break technique and kihap.
13.) Circle the left leg clockwise to the front of you 180 degrees landing in a front stance with the right leg
forward. Execute the double outside block.
14.) Throw a front kick with the left leg, landing forward in a left leg front stance. Grasp the opponents’ front
kick with the left hand and execute the knee break strike with the right hand. Pull the left leg back to cat stance
and execute the double outside block.

Line 3
15.) Circle the right leg clockwise 45 degrees into a horse stance and knife hand chop with the left hand.
16.) Grab the opponents head with the left hand and simultaneously punch with the right hand (right hand
strikes the left palm).
17.) Pulling the hands to your right side chamber, simultaneously step in front of your left leg with your right
foot into an X Stance and side kick with the left leg.
18.) Land in a right leg forward front stance, facing the opposite direction and groin strike with your left hand
(right hand guarding the neck).
19.) Pulling the right leg back to cat stance, simultaneously groin rip with the left hand and down block with the
right hand.
20.) Step forward with the left leg into a horse stance and execute a low palm block with the left hand.
21.) Brace your right hand with your left hand, stepping forward with your right leg into a horse stance and
execute a re-enforced elbow strike with the right elbow.

Line 4
22.) Staying in the horse stance, knife hand chop to the neck with the right hand.
23.) Grab the opponents head with the right hand and simultaneously punch with the left hand (left hand strikes
the right palm).
24.) Pulling the hands to your left side chamber, simultaneously step in front of your right leg with your left foot
into an X Stance and side kick with the right leg.
25.) Land in a left leg forward front stance, facing the opposite direction and groin strike with your right hand
(left hand guarding the neck).
26.) Pulling the left leg back to cat stance, simultaneously groin rip with the right hand and down block with the
left hand.
27.) Step forward with the right leg into a horse stance and execute a low palm block with the right hand.
28.) Brace your left hand with your right hand, stepping forward with your left leg into a horse stance and
execute a re-enforced elbow strike with the left elbow.
29.) Bring the right foot to the left foot, position your hands chest level, palms towards you, right hand over left
with knees slightly bent. Slowly raise hands over your head until extension, rising onto the balls of your feet.
Slowly bring hands towards your outside circularly downward finishing with your right fist striking your left
palm a little below belt level.

Line 5
30.) Circle your left leg behind you counterclockwise, landing in a left foot forward front stance. Execute a
knife hand chop to the neck with the left hand. Simultaneously shift your feet and chamber your hand to your
neck, execute a low knife hand chop with the left hand.
31.) Step forward into a right foot front stance, execute a palm-up knife hand strike to the neck with the right
hand, shift the feet and low knife hand chop with the right hand.
32.) Step forward into a left foot front stance, execute another palm-up knife hand strike to the neck with the left
hand, shift and low knife hand chop with the left hand.
33.) Step forward with the right leg and throat strike with the right hand. Kihap
34.) Circle the left leg counterclockwise to face original position, execute the same ready position sequence as
the beginning of the form.

Tips and Tricks
Drill the low/high side kick on the wall. It will help with your leg control, flexibility
and kicking speed. Start slow until your body gets the hang of it and slowly increase
speed as your skill improves.
Practice the form one line at a time. Master each section on its own. After this, work
on connecting the sections fluidly.
Execute each technique with relaxed muscles, do not tighten your strikes/blocks too
soon.

Iaido
Iaido in short, is defined by Wikipedia:
Iaido

(居合道

Iaidō)

is

a

modern

Japanese

martial

art

associated with the smooth, controlled movements of
drawing the sword from its scabbard or saya, striking or
cutting an opponent, removing blood from the blade, and
then replacing the sword in the scabbard. While new
students of iaido may start learning with a wooden sword
(bokken) depending on the teaching style of a particular
instructor, many of those who study iaido use a blunt
edged
sword
(iaitō).
Few,
more
experienced,
iaido
practitioners use a sharp edged sword (shinken).
Practitioners of iaido are often referred to as iaidoka.
Because iaido is practiced with a weapon, it is almost
entirely practiced using forms, or kata. Multiple person
kata exist within some schools of iaido, when iaidoka will
usually use bokken for such kata practice. Iaido does
include competition in form of kata but does not use
sparring of any kind. Because of this non-fighting aspect,
and iaido's emphasis on precise, controlled, fluid motion,
it is sometimes referred to as "moving Zen."
Iaido forms (kata) are performed solitarily against one or
more imaginary opponents. Some iaido schools, however,
include kata performed in pairs. Most of the styles and
schools do not practice tameshigiri, cutting techniques.A
very important part of iaido, is nukitsuke or the life of
iaido. This is a very quick draw of the sword, accomplished
by simultaneously drawing the sword from the saya and
also moving the saya back in saya-biki.

Katana Anatomy and Terminology

We teach 6 “iaido Waza.” These are very similar to our onesteps you learn at colored belt levels. Learning the
sword is a patient art. Do not focus on learning all of
the patterns. Rather, spend your time mastering your
cuts and learning the anatomy of the sword. Learn the
names of your cuts and positions. This is how we will
train them.

Sword Stances (used in our curriculum):
1. Seiza – Say-Zah – Sitting on the knees, feet should be laid out flat behind you, you rise to the balls of
your feet right before a strike occurs
2. Tatehiza – tah-tay-hee-zah – The relaxed posture samurai assumed due to the Yori(armor) that they
wore, it is done by sitting on the left foot (it should be resting on its side so the ankle bone is centered on
your behind) and the right foot even with your knee and curled out
3. Seigan No Kamae* – Say-Gan-No-Kah-May- this is the normal standing posture with both hands on the
sword held in front of the body. Tsuba is even with your belly button, and Kissaki points towards the
opponent’s eyes.
4. Jodan No Kamae* - Joe-don-no-kah-may- This is the stance where the sword is held above the head,
Kissaki either level with or slightly above the tsuba, and the elbows wide enough to see through.
5. Hasso No Kamae* - Hah-So-No-Kah-May – Sword held up to the side of the face. This is the
(watching) stance samurai marched with. Tsuba should be at about your jaw, 4-6 inches away. The
elbows should be relaxed, sword will angle back slightly.
6. Waki No Kamae* – Wah-key-no-kah-may – Offensive stance with the sword held behind the body.
Held at the rear hip, with the blade lined up so that it “Hides” behind the Tsukagashiri, your opponent
should not be able to see the blade behind the tsuba.
*These stances at times will also be pronounced with the –No Kamae at the end. In class they may
just be called Seigan, Jodan, Hasso, etc.

Sword Techniques:
1. Nukitsuke – New-Ki-Skay – Drawing Cut –This is the very first strike from the saya. There are many
variations, with some designed to cut level, upwards, downward, and some block and counterattack
simultaneously. This is considered the Life of Iaido, because a successful first strike meant the samurai
had achieved victory. A failed attempt will give advantage to the opponent.
2. Furikaburi – Fur-Ree-Kuh-beer-ree- Raising the sword above your head in preparation for a strike. The
sword should be swung backward starting with the wrist, when tsuba is even with nose then sword is
raised overhead gripping with the left hand. Normally the sword is straight and level, and the tsuba is
directly over the head.
3. Kirioroshi –Key-Ree-Oh-Row-Shee- The downward cut. It is important to reach out with the blade and
make the biggest circle possible when cutting. The hands should wring together (like they are wringing
out a towel) to keep the blade on a straight path and ensure good power. The sword should end up with
the arms locked, tsuba even with the belt not (or knee if kneeling), and the kissaki pointing up very
slightly.
4. Chiburi – Chee-bur-ree – The act of cleaning the sword, there are many types. The umbrella type is
where the katana is raised single handedly to the right ear, then swiped in a wide circular motion that
ends with the sword point down towards the fallen opponent. The flick type is a fast short sideways
flick. The drip type involves allowing the sword to be reversed and rested on the thigh, then put away.
All of these will be covered in depth in the patterns.
5. Noto – No-Toe- The act of putting the sword back in the saya. This is a very complicated process. After
the Chiburi is completed then you will need to “steer” the point of the sword in a wide arc. It should end
with the blade resting on the back of the left hand, close to the tsuba. The left hand should already be
encircling the Koiguchi (end of the saya) and the saya should be pointing down. The sword is then
drawn straight out along the back of the hand, maintaining a mostly level path. As the kissaki reaches
the whole formed by your hand it will then drop in. At this point the left hand will tilt the saya to match
the angle of the sword, which should be almost parallel to the floor. As the sword is moved in to the
saya, the left hand pushes the saya onto the sword so that it is completed away from the body. Then the
sheathed sword is returned to its regular position.

Waza 1
Mae (Front)-Pronounced like My - Starting in seiza position, perform the first cut as
you raise and step out with the right foot, remaining on your left knee. This cut
(Nukitsuke) should be level with the ground just above the shoulders, it is a throat slice.
Raising the sword above the head, shuffle forward and perform a downward finishing
cut keeping the right foot in front. The sword is then cleaned with the umbrella chiburi,
raising the sword to your ear and sweeping the sword in a wide arc. As the sword is
swept, you should stand up and switch feet at the same time (use the energy of the swing
to dictate the timing). Perform Noto, as the sword is returned to the saya, you will drop
back down to the left knee at the same tie. Stand slowly and walk back to the starting
position, keeping the eyes forward the whole time.

The application of Mae (called bunkai) is to teach the most basic Kihon (fundamentals)
of the sword. There is an opponent in front of you, you sense his intention to attack and
quickly finish him before he is able to draw completely.

Waza 2
Yaegaki (barriers within barriers) – yay-gah-key- This pattern starts exactly like
Mae. Execute nukiktsuke with the right foot in front. Staying low to the ground,
you will step through with the left foot and execute a downward cut, finishing on
the right knee, left foot in front of you. Perform the flick chiburi, swiping the
sword swiftly from left to right. Begin Noto, as the sword goes back into the
saya, shift your weight backwards. When the sword is almost completely resheathed, stand rapidly (step back with left leg) and block the right leg with the back
of the sword. Quickly shuffle your feet, performing a powerful downward cut and
dropping to the left knee. Perform umbrella chiburi in same fashion as before.
Bunkai (application) -There is an attacker in front of you, you sense his intention to
attack and attempt to finish the fight in the same fashion as Mae. However is able to
withstand your attack and plays possum until you are vulnerable putting your sword
away. He attempts to attack your leg, you block and finish him off.

Waza 3
Ukenagashi (Flowing Block) – Uu-ken-uh-gah-shee- This pattern begins in seiza facing
the right (as dictated by the front of the dojo). Look to the left and step forward with your
left foot, drawing the sword and raising to your feet. As soon as the sword leaves the
saya block above the head. All in one motion pivot on your right foot (sweeping your left
behind you) and cut strongly at an angle from right to left (Kesa cut). This whole motion
should be performed in one swift fluid movement. After completing the cut you will perform
drip chiburi, resting the back of the blade along your right thigh by the knee. Reverse grip
the sword with the right hand, and perform Noto while lowering to the left knee.
Bunkai (application) - Your opponent has already drawn his sword, making it
impossible to beat him to the first cut. Instead as he rushes forward to attack you, you
stand, block, and counter attack all in one swift motion.

Waza 4
Tsuka-Ate (Handle strike) –Ska-Ah-tay- This pattern begins in tatehiza (right
foot out). Grasp the Tsuka with both hands, step out with the right foot. As you
are stepping you make a small clockwise half circle (to break the grip) and strike
the opponent in the face with the Tsukagashira (butt of handle). Drawing the saya
away from the sword, you will turn and stab behind you, stabbing with the sword
sideways and parallel to the floor. Turn back to the front, raising the sword above
the head. Grasp the sword with the left hand and execute a downward cut shuffling
forward slightly with the right foot. Perform flick chiburi, as the sword is going
back into the saya you are settling back into tatehiza at the same time. after the
sword is returned, stand with dignity.
Bunkai (application) - There is an enemy both in front and behind you. The enemy
in front attempts to grab your sword and leave you defenseless. With the small
circle of the tuska you either evade his grab or wrench the tsuka free, then pummel
him in the face. Piece the attacker behind, and finish the attacker in front.

Waza 5
Kesagiri (diagonal cut) – Kay-sah-gee-ree- This pattern starts standing. Step forward
witt the right foot. As the left foot steps forward, grasp the saya and tsuka, turning it
almost upside down. As you step with the right foot again draw the sword in an upward
(left hip to right shoulder) Kesa cut. Turn the sword over and shuffle forward (right foot
stays in front) Cutting in the opposite direction (right shoulder to left hip). Step back with
the right foot into Hasso No kamae. Step back with the left foot as you perform umbrella
chiburi. Perform Noto and then bring your feet back together.
Bunkai (application) – There is a single opponent with his sword drawn in front. The
opponent attacks with kiriorishi and you counter with a kesa cut, striking his one or both
of his arms as they reach full extension. The second cut will finish the fight. Stepping
back into Hasso no kamae, you survey to make sure he is finished and has no
accomplices.

Waza 6
Shihogiri (Four-way cut) Shee-ho-gee-ree –This pattern begins standing. The
application of this form is the same way it is practiced, so I will list bunkai here.
There are four enemies surrounding you, one in each corner. Step forward with
your right foot. Step forward with your left foot and while you do, circle your
tsuka clockwise and strike the opponent in the front right corner on the wrist,
breaking his grip on his sword. This gives you time to pull your sword from the
saya, and stab the opponent behind you, shuffle stepping to reach him. Pulling your
sword out and over your head, return to the first opponent and finish with a
downward cut. Turn to the right performing Furikaburi (blocking his attack) and
finish with a downward cut. Turn to the last attacker (opposite corner) in waki no
kamae hiding your intentions. Swiftly raise sword over the head and finish with
downward cut. Step back with your right foot into Jodan No Kamae, making
sure you are safe from attackers. Step back with left foot while performing
umbrella type chiburi. Noto, and face back to front again.
(List of attacks in order go as follows – Facing front of dogo, attack front right – rear
left –front right- rear right-front left).

Escrima
Escrima is a blanket term for martial arts originating from the Philippines involving stick and
other bladed weapons’ forms of fighting. It also includes improvised weapons and hand to hand
combat. Other related martial arts are Kali and Arnis. Escrima also deals heavily in weapon
disarming. We will use the 12 main points of striking in our curriculum, utilizing 2 sticks
focusing mainly on just a few. The strikes are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Left temple of opponent
Right temple
Left body
Right body
Stomach
Left chest
Right chest
Left knee
Right knee
Left eye
Right eye
Crown of head

We will break our Escrima training into 6 basic, double stick patterns. At a
beginning level, students will stand in a balanced stance and keep their feet still
until the stickwork is fluid enough to have a mobile stance while executing these
strikes with a partner. These patterns may also be trained with the open hand.

Pattern 1: Strike 1, 2 with the right hand then 1, 2 with the left hand.
Pattern 2: Strike 1, 8 with the right hand then 2, 9 with the left hand.
Pattern 3: Strike 1, 8, 2 with the right hand then 2, 9, 1 with the left hand.
Pattern 4: Strike 1,8,2,9 with the right hand then 2,9,1,8 with the left hand.
Pattern 5: Strike 1, 8 with the right hand, 2 with the left, bring both hands to the right shoulder, then hit
9 twice with the right hand then left hand.
Pattern 6: Starting with right hand up and left stick across body. Strike 1 with the right hand, slash to 3
with the left hand, then 2 with the right hand. Fluidly bring the left hand up and the right stick across
the body. Strike to 2 with the left hand, slash to 4 with the right hand and strike number 1 with the left
hand. Return to original position.

Tips and Tricks
Always ensure the “blade” of the stick is pointing at your target direction.
Keep the knees bent
Practice with the sticks as if they were empty handed motions

Jiu-Jitsu
Our Jiu-Jitsu curriculum consists of some of the same material you will find required by most
schools to test for your first belt (blue in most cases). Jiu-Jitsu, originally was a Japanese
martial art that was brought to Brazil and refined to what we see used in mixed martial arts. It
is a ground based self-defense system. We will work on takedowns, throws, sweeps, reversals,
joint locks, escapes
A student will memorize these positions and techniques and be able apply them well. Once
each individual technique is assessed by the instructor, a student will move to the flow drill
portion of the jiu-jitsu training which is more structurally based on real life grappling
situations.

Positions

Sweeps

Takedowns

Joint Locks

Chokes

Escapes/Passes

Guard
Mount
Side Control
Half-Guard
Clinch

Hip Bump
Elevator
Trap and Roll
Shin Shield
Butterfly

Double Leg
Single Leg
Hip Toss
Foot Sweeps

Arm Bar
Kimura
Americana
Knee Bar

Rear Naked
Choke
Guillotine
Triangle

Shrimp Escape
Guard Pass
Arm Bar
Defense
Choke Defense
Trap and Roll
Sprawling

These are examples of basic techniques taught at Black Belt level. To pass your 2nd Dan test,
you must demonstrate adequate knowledge of these techniques as well as a 2 minute
grappling session demonstrating the proper transitions between them.

As part of your curriculum, we ask that you combine your current knowledge of
the martial arts with outside research and compose 3 self-made one-steps for
sparring usage and 3 self-made self-defense techniques against attacks of your
choosing.

Basic guidelines to follow:

One-Steps
1.) Limit one-steps to three to four techniques.
2.) Follow up with hand techniques
3.) Remember; these are used in sparring type situations
Self-Defense
1.) Self-defense techniques should be short and to the point.
2.) Choose attacks that would be self-defense applicable.
3.) Utilize striking and basic grappling solutions to those attacks.

Recommendation Letters and 2nd Dan Questions
As part of your continued martial arts and leadership training you will be required to obtain 3
recommendation letters from non-family sources (youth pastors, scout leaders, sports coaches etc.)
who will recommend you for your 2nd Dan test. They will need to assess your character values such as
discipline, respect, focus and other leadership skills and explain how you’ve been able to apply such
values in other areas of your life.
This is important because so much of your training is reflected in other avenues of your life. Black belts
are not only leaders in the academy but in society as well. See your instructor 3 months prior to your
test to receive your recommendation form for your three sources.
In addition to the 6 essay questions you answered for your 1st Dan test, you will also receive a personal
question assigned to you from your instructor to read at your 2nd Dan test. This is a question specially
made for you and will be given to you during your training for your test.

Class Training and Notes Log
Please list the date and what you worked in class.

Date

Training Notes

